Zoning
Background
A zoning ordinance was prepared and approved by the city council in 1991.
Although eight zones were approved, most of the city was zoned =R1' for >single
family residential=, and >A= for >agricultural=. In the late 1980's the first >R2", >single
family 10.000 sf lot=, was approved. In 1996 the Utah State Legislature passed the
>Affordable Housing Bill #295, effective 1998, requiring each jurisdiction to provide
their share of affordable housing. In order to meet this requirement a new use
chart providing additional zones was adopted in 1999. Smaller lot size in single
family, multi-family, and commercial zones were part of this latest modification.
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Protect and promote the health, safety, order, prosperity, and
general welfare of the present and future inhabitants of the City.
Protect life and property from natural hazards, and assure efficient
and safe traffic movement.
Conserve the value and integrity of rural residential
neighborhoods, assure orderly growth, preserve culturally and
historically important sites and landmarks, encourage good visual
quality, and high aesthetic standards.
Efficiently utilize and conserve the City=s resources.
Encourage attractive and functional commercial centers, and
increase and stabilize the local tax base.

Master Plan Directive
The major goal of master plan zoning is to propose the direction in which the
remaining areas of the city should develop. The city has accepted its responsibility
for affordable housing by upgrading the use chart to include higher density zones.
These zones should generally be on the perimeter of the city with good access to
major roads without going through the core of the city. Zoning limits the number
of houses per acre and allows for flexible development concepts.
The property along Highway 165 and the northwest part of Providence must be
limited to commercial development. Development should consist mostly of retail
sales to allow an increase in the city tax base. Commercial development outside of
the mixed use district should have at least 30% green space to preserve the open
and green character of the city. (Res 09-035 12/08/2009)
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No building construction should be considered above the deer fence.
Flexible planning concepts should be incorporated into the zoning ordinances
allowing the city greater opportunity to create neighborhoods consistent with the
Master Plan principles.

Current concerns include:
1) 1999 Use Chart
The master plan does not currently display the desirable areas for the new
zones.
2) Zoning ordinance need further coordination and clarification, including:
performance based zoning criteria.
3) The new use chart may allow too many small lots.

Future Needs:
1) Residential
Planning for safe neighborhoods.
Planning neighborhoods consistent with Master Plan principle.
2) Commercial
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Consider neighborhood commercial at 8 south and 10 east, 3 north and 1
east.
Offer incentives for retail development.
Development pays up-front cost.
3) Annexation
Preserve and protect annexation declaration. Include Theurer property at
southwest, and Celco property at southeast bench. Also include all properties
south of Oliver Low=s to USU property and west side of Hwy 165, and
designate for commercial.
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